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i'M GONNA VOTE FOR YOU Worcs by Graham Moses 
& Marc Weber 

| m gonna vote for you 

| m gonna keep you in office 

Talk yourself into something—you deserve it 

After all aren t you worth it? 

Anything you want | ll talk about it 

| m gonna ask the first ape | see 

Where do we go? 

Give it up unrelated non-truth what do you want 

Vacant character, unconcerned show-oft 

Soak ignorance for dirty money 

Yawn pay your taxes till it s gone 

Put your soul in pawn—you could change your ambitions 

Get like you used to be before you got that way 

And everything will be more like it is now than it ever has been 

Get like you used to be before you got that way 

| m gonna vote for you 

| m gonna keep you in office 

Talk yourself into something—you deserve it 

After all aren t you worth it? 

Anything you want | Il talk about it 

| m gonna ask the first ape | see where do we go? 

Where? 

PARK DRAGONELY by Graham Moses 

| had fallen wild walking across the park 

When 

That Park Dragonfly flew out from behind some tree stump 

And stared at me face to face 

[ m not saying that he was bigger than a car 

It must have been he made the planet shrink 

While | was still standing on it 

Park Dragonfly makes the planet shrink 

You may laugh at me now but just wait 

Until he makes the planet shrink while you re still on it 

| was attracted to the sound of laughing children 

When all of sudden the words | use to make my thoughts with 

Got bigger than this planet and me 

When that dragonfly be magicking a spell-bound audience in me 

Made the planet big again and me normal 

And itself so small it was out of view 

It left me there thinking and | almost had a crisis 

Bul | wrote this song 

And that s why | m singing it to you now 

And that s why | m playing music like this 

HEY ROBOT by Graham Moses 

Hey Robot if you take off all that jewelry 

| Il take off this ridiculous new shirt 

And we can use what s left in, what s real 

In us still to be for as long as we can 

And then go back? 

Wait a minute. Not back 

To those dissolving dreams 

Ah got to keep it all going from here now 

Or go back to what?—dissolving dreams? 

Being outside of the comedies in self-degradation 

We call our careers 

Are we in the same time-warp? 

Having non sequitur revelations 

Dissolving dreams? 

Got us didn t they, those dissolving dreams 

| can only speculate as to how that you are 

Hypothetically perfect with me now 

Are we in the same time-warp? 

Or | am just having a non sequitur revelation? 

Hey come outside your orbit 

Hey come on outside that robot 

Hey come on outside that robot 

FIRST FLIGHT by Graham Moses 

Way beyond your intentions 

Approaching the source of your intriquements 

Beyond your intentions 

Believe in the things that are more 

Than your beliefs are 

Then you can let go 

And go out beyond your intentions 

On your first flight 

Believe in the things that are more 

Than your beliets are 

Then you can let go 

And go out beyond your intentions 

On your first flight 

RIGHT CONNECTION by Graham Moses 

i don t have time to listen to somebody 

Explain to me about my problems with the phone company 

| don t have time to explain to someone else 

About my problems with my loan company 

| didn t come here to talk about my love-life explicitly 

| only have time to try and find the right connection 

50 | m looking for the right connection 

| don t wander around asking for spiritual advice 

| ve found that manitesting transactions clearly 

Has shown me a few applicable things 

And that s nice 

It'S concrete and a few responsibilities that intertere 

With my straight lines 

| would do my shaving with my sun-glasses on 

But | couldn t see to get myself plugged in 

Click 

Turn off the light over the bathroom mirror 

Andi m 

Looking for the right connection 

Looking for the right connection 

LET THE SHINE DRY Words by Graham Moses. 

Marc Weber & Linda Bohe 

lf ya haven t got a reason make one up 

Keep on the ball 

if its unimportant look away 

Then forget about it all 

If you feel like killing yourself 

Change your mind 

If it's the end of time and you can t rely 

And you can t relate don t debate 

You can t be late, be punctual 

Rip off your tie, spit on your shoes 

And let the shine dry 

Let the shine dry 

Hey you walking down the street 

| always tell everyone | meet 

lf it's not perfect it s not right 

All beef-steak should be aged for years 

Should be piled up and made into a shrine 

To let flies buzz free 

Wash it off before you eat it 

‘Cause you don t know where it s been 

And you don t know where it s been 

And you don t know why you have to 

You don t know where it s been 

Horses sweat, men perspire, women glisten 

Economics demand that blood fall like rain | . 

Are we all supposed to feel that s inspired? 

We ve been around too long to follow 

it doesn t mean we re bored 

Because we re tired and wired 

And pissed off about being manipulated 

And degraded with stuff that makes 

Grateful old people cry 

And we grew up learning to let the shine dry 

Let the shine dry 

Let the shine dry 

PUT IT ALL ON RED by Graham Moses 

[ve been working on it for years 

And | ain t been telling nobody 

The other day | went and bought myself 

A one-way airplane ticket to Las Vegas 

That s right 

| got a system 

| got a system 

| just put it all on red 

Ya heard what | said 

| m just putting it all on red 

You see all | do is | take the price that | paid for my airplane ticket 

And then | divide that by my motel room number 

And then | do my own special kind of numerology and what that gets down to 

And when | feel lucky 

| walk into the casino straight up to the roulette table 

And | just put it all on red 

| m just putting it all on red 

You see all | do is | make sure | know what and why 

And if it doesn t matter to me 

And then | close my eyes and think about it 

And when | feel lucky 

| walk into the casino straight up to the roulette table 

And | just put it all on red 

Ya heard what | said 

| m just putting it all on red 

GOOD LUCK DANCE by Graham Moses 

When things get down like they do sometimes 

Things get down like they do sometimes 

When the hands of darkness hold the overpowering 

It's time for good souls to believe it's time to dance, it's time to sing simply 

A good luck song 

When things just can t keep going wrong 

Make how good you feel 

Be how good you want things to become 

When you do your good luck dance tune 

Under a good luck moon 

You know how good | feel when | start my day 

Its how you feel 

And how much we believe when we do our good luck dance 

Eat some good luck food cause it keeps us in a good luck mood 

Like playing good luck games 

It's not simple superstition or small-time magic 

To want what $ good in yourself 

To have what it needs to survive 

Using everything that s available to obtain that 

Got to use everything you got even thought 

And when you got to take a chance 

Occasionally a good luck dance 

When things get down like they do sometimes 

Things get down like they do sometimes 

When the hands of darkness hold the overpowering 

it's time for good souls to believe it's time to dance. it’s time to sing simply 

A good luck song 

THERE’S JUST ONE THING by Graham Moses 

There s just one thing that | 

Could never take for granted 

There s just one thing that | 

Could never take for granted 

It's that 

| never really lived 

Until | was touched by you 

| never knew .. . 

It's that 

You pulled me out of that dark cave 

That | had built so carefully 

Around myselt 

With expertly conceived paranoias 

And assumptions ya know what | mean? 

Judgmental presumptions if ya know what | mean 

| never knew... 

There s just one thing that | 

Could never take for granted 

There s just one thing that | 

Could never take for granted 

It's that 

| never really lived 

Until | was touched by you 

| never knew 
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